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influence him just then. His manner and words
indicate that he will arouse all his faculties to resist
you presenting thereby positive and antagonistic
mental conditions for you to overcome. Men have
done this. If you really want to mesmerise them the-
best plan is to throw them off their guard as to your
intentions. But as soon as their opposition is cooled
down a little, proceed gently and steadily to impress
them with what Mesmerism has done and can do.
Thus gradually and surely psychologise them, leading
up to and preparing them for the final coup. In the
end it may not be so difficult to mesmerise them as
they at first imagined. The persistant man of busi-
ness, the advocate of certain views—temperance,
anti-slavery or what not,—the man with "a mission,"
the doctor of medicine, preacher, and lover, all adopt
this method more or less unconsciously, because
naturally, the mesmerist detecting the law, applies it
consciously—that is all.
In natural sleep the heart beats slower, the
pulses are calmer, there is less blood in the brain,
than in the waking state. By mesmeric processes
you endeavour to bring about a similar psychological
condition—every magnetic pass determining the
result by retarding the flow of arterial blood to the
brain. Also in natural sleep the eyes are turned
upward and inward. A brief explanation of the
muscles of the eye, and how they influence its move-
ments, will be interesting. There are two sets of
muscles. The superior, or oblique muscles, are
involuntary in their action, and therefore are not
subject to the action of the .will. The inferior or
straight muscles (of which there are four) are attached
at cardinal points to the eye ball, and by their
combined action the eyes are moved in every direc-
tion required for vision. The latter muscles are
voluntary—that is, subject to the will of the indi-
vidual. Now, when the eyes are withdrawn from
the operations of the will, they are controlled in-
voluntarily by the oblique muscles, and turned up-
ward and inward. For instance, in intense joy, in

